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House of Danger Mar 09 2021 The reader's decisions will determine the outcome of a young detective's investigation of a house haunted by ghosts and visited by alien invaders.
Engineering Design Synthesis Jan 07 2021 This book brings together some of the most influential pieces of research undertaken around the world in design synthesis. It is the first comprehensive
work of this kind and covers all three aspects of research in design synthesis: - understanding what constitutes and influences synthesis; - the major approaches to synthesis; - the diverse range of
tools that are created to support this crucial design task. With its range of tools and methods covered, it is an ideal introduction to design synthesis for those intending to research in this area as well
as being a valuable source of ideas for educators and practitioners of engineering design.
Public Economics and the Household Dec 26 2019 Economic models in much of the public economics literature have been slow to reflect the significant changes towards double-income households
throughout the developed world. This graduate-level text develops a more sophisticated approach to household economics, one that allows for multiple-income earners and shared decision-making.
This approach is used to present a fundamentally new view of consumption. It then applies this to an analysis of tax systems, combining theoretical analysis of optimal taxation and tax reform with
careful empirical study of the characteristics of income tax systems in four different countries: Australia, Germany, the UK and the USA. The book is particularly concerned with analysing, both
theoretically and empirically, the impact of taxation on female labour supply, and identifying its effects on work incentives and fairness of income distribution. All this adds up to a fascinating new
approach to the economics of household for researchers in both public and private sectors.
The Art of Ceramics Dec 18 2021 The great age of European ceramic design began around 1500 and ended in the early 19th century with the introduction of large-scale production of ceramics. In
this illustrated history, with nearly 300 color and black and white photos and reproductions, curator Howard Coutts considers the main stylistic trends•Renaissance, Mannerism, Oriental, Rococo, and
Neoclassicism•as they were represented in such products as Italian Majolica, Dutch Delftware, Meissen and S•vres porcelain, Staffordshire, and Wedgwood pottery. He pays close attention to changes
in eating habits over the period, particularly the layout of a formal dinner, and discusses the development of ceramics as room decoration, the transmission of images via prints, marketing of
ceramics and other luxury goods, and the intellectual background to Neoclassicism.
Economics of the Energy Industries Sep 15 2021 A comprehensive overview of the field of energy economics focusing on all the component industries as well as environmental and regulatory
issues.
Into the Heart of Borneo Apr 22 2022 •We•ve left a lot of men in Borneo • know what I mean?• With their SAS trainer•s warnings ringing in their ears, the naturalist, Redmond O•Hanlon, and the poet,
James Fenton, set out to rediscover the lost rhinoceros of Borneo. They were loaded with enough back-breaking kit to survive two months in a steaming 95• (in the shade) jungle of creeping,
crawling, biting things. O•Hanlon could also rely on his encyclopaedic knowledge of the region•s flora and fauna, and had read-up on how to avoid being eaten by anything (stick your thumbs in a
crocodile•s eyes, if you have time). And yet they proceeded to have an adventure that neither O•Hanlon, nor his friend, nor even his guides were remotely prepared for• •Consistently exciting, often
funny, and erudite without ever being overwhelming• Punch.
The Story Orchestra: Carnival of the Animals Jul 25 2022 The next title in this best-selling sound series reimagines Carnival of the Animals, one of the most famous suites of music for children, by
Camille Saint-Saens.
The Wealth of Nations May 23 2022 The classic eighteenth-century treatise on the principles of political economics.
The Mind of the Leader Oct 16 2021 The MSC leader -- Part I. Understand and lead yourself: Understand yourself -- Mindfully lead yourself -- Selfless self-leadership -- Lead yourself with
compassion -- Part II. Understand and lead your people: Understand your people -- Mindful leadership -- Selfless leadership -- Compassionate leadership -- Part III. Understand and lead your
organization: Understand your organization -- Lead for a mindful organization -- Lead for a selfless organization -- Lead for a compassionate organization -- Afterword: Leading for a hard future
The Food of France Aug 14 2021 A celebration of French cuisine and culture, from a culinary adventurer who made his mark decades before Anthony Bourdain arrived on the scene. Traveling
through the provinces, cities, and remote country towns that make up France, Waverley Root discovers not only the Calvados and Camembert cheese of Normandy, the haute cuisine of Paris, and the
hearty bouillabaisse of Marseilles, but also the local histories, customs, and geographies that shape the French national character. Here are the origins of the Plantagenet kings and Rabelais’s favorite
truffle-flavored sausages, and the tale of how the kitchens of Versailles cooked for one thousand aristocrats and four thousand servants in a single day. Here, too, are notes on the proper time of year
to harvest snails; the Moorish influences on the confections of the Pyrenees, where the plumpest geese are raised; and the age of the oldest olive tree in Provence. In short, here is France for the chef,
the traveler, and the connoisseur of fine prose, with maps and line drawings throughout.
The Interpersonal World Of The Infant Apr 10 2021 A View from Psychoanalysis and Developmental PsychologyChallenging the traditional developmental sequence as well as the idea that
issues of attachment, dependency, and trust are confined to infancy, Stern integrates clinical and experimental science to support his revolutionizing vision of the social and emotional life of the
youngest children, which has had spiraling implications for theory, research, and practice. A new introduction by the author celebrates this first paperback edition.
A Short History of the World Jun 24 2022 Chronologically discusses the events of history beginning with the evolution of man and ending with the restructuring of Western Europe in 1993.
A Lonely Grave May 31 2020 In the early morning of 7 June 1917, the Catholic and Nationalist 16th (Irish) Division advanced side-by-side with the Protestant and Unionist 36th (Ulster) Division to
take the Messines Ridge, south of Ypres. That evening, in a field hospital of the Ulster Division, an officer of the 16th died of wounds. He was Major William - nearly always known as Willie Redmond; the brother of John Redmond, leader of the Irish parliamentary party. Willie Redmond was 56 at the time of his death, and holding a position of relative safety on the 16th Division's staff.
Yet he insisted on going forward with his old battalion, the 6th Royal Irish Regiment. He had a premonition of his death in battle, and saw himself as making a blood sacrifice for Ireland every bit as
meaningful as that made by the men of the Easter Rising. Willie Redmond had been a nationalist member of parliament for nearly 34 years; representing Wexford, North Fermanagh, and East Clare.
He had been one of the most determined advocates of home rule for Ireland - imprisoned three times by the British for his political activities. Yet when his brother called upon his supporters to join
the British army in September 1914, Willie Redmond was one of the first to enlist. His death in battle made a greater international impact than the death of any other British soldier in the Great War.
This biography, the first of Willie Redmond, covers both his political and military careers.
Traumatic Stress Feb 20 2022 This book should be of value to all mental health professionals, researchers, and students interested in traumatic stress, as well as legal professionals dealing with
PTSD-related issues.
Mind Bugs Jul 01 2020 As children acquire arithmetic skills, they often develop "bugs" - small, local misconceptions that cause systematic errors. Mind Bugs combines a novel cognitive simulation
process with careful hypothesis testing to explore how mathematics students acquire procedural skills in instructional settings, focusing in particular on these procedural misconceptions and what
they reveal about the learning process. VanLehn develops a theory of learning that explains how students develop procedural misconceptions that cause systematic errors. He describes a computer
program, "Sierra," that simulates learning processes and predicts exactly what types of procedural errors should occur. These predictions are tested with error data from several thousand subjects
from schools all over the world. Moreover, each hypothesis of the theory is tested individually by determining how the predictions would change if it were removed from the theory. Integrating ideas
from research in machine learning, artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, and linguistics, Mind Bugs specifically addresses error patterns on subtraction tests, showing, for example, why some
students have an imperfect understanding of the rules for borrowing. Alternative explanatory hypotheses are explored by incorporating them in Sierra in place of the primary hypotheses, and seeing
if the program still explains all the subtraction bugs that it explained before. Mind Bugs is included in the series Learning, Development, and Conceptual Change, edited by Lila Gleitman, Susan
Carey, Elissa Newport, and Elizabeth Spelke. A Bradford Book
The Path of Mercy Jun 12 2021 Mary C. Sullivan, R.S.M., is Professor Emerita of Language and Literature, and Dean Emerita of the College of Liberal Arts, at the Rochester Institute of
Technology. She is the author of numerous works, including The Correspondence of Catherine McAuley, 1818-1841 (CUA Press) and Catherine McAuley and the Tradition of Mercy.
Front Row at the White House Feb 26 2020 The author describes her many years of reporting on the White House, exploring the changing relationship between the presidency and the press
Joyce's Waking Women Mar 29 2020 Inspired by the work of such French theorists as Luce Irigaray and Jacques Lacan, Joyce's Waking Women is the first book-length feminist study of James
Joyce's Finnegans Wake. Sheldon Brivic's engaging style makes his guide an ideal introduction for students and others just getting their feet wet in the riverrun of Joyce's language. Helping
newcomers gain the sensibility and skills essential to reading any part of the book, Brivic focuses on its many strands of feminine narrative, especially the two remarkably beautiful sections that
highlight Anna Livia Plurabelle. Anna Livia, Brivic argues, embodies a radical vision of how women are entrapped and how they will free themselves. He sees her speech as the first--and last-testament of a multiracial, international heroine whose dreams for the future merge with a determination to reject male authority.
Many Mansions Sep 22 2019 An overview of how religious thinking developed in the thousand years between the end of the Roman Empire and the Reformation, Many Mansions goes beyond other
textbooks by looking at developments in both the Latin West and the Greek East. In addition to providing an introduction for readers with no background in theology or history, Bellpoints out the
reasons behind the growing divergence between the two great halves of Christendom.
The Origins of Creativity Sep 27 2022 An eloquent exploration of creativity, The Origins of Creativity grapples with the question of how this uniquely human expression—so central to our identity
as individuals and, collectively, as a species—came about and how it has manifested itself throughout the history of our species. In this profound and lyrical book, one of our most celebrated
biologists offers a sweeping examination of the relationship between the humanities and the sciences: what they offer to each other, how they can be united, and where they still fall short. Both
endeavours, Edward O. Wilson reveals, have their roots in human creativity—the defining trait of our species. Reflecting on the deepest origins of language, storytelling, and art, Wilson
demonstrates how creativity began not ten thousand years ago, as we have long assumed, but over one hundred thousand years ago in the Paleolithic age. Chronicling this evolution of creativity from
primate ancestors to humans, The Origins of Creativity shows how the humanities, spurred on by the invention of language, have played a largely unexamined role in defining our species. And in
doing so, Wilson explores what we can learn about human nature from a surprising range of creative endeavors—the instinct to create gardens, the use of metaphors and irony in speech, and the
power of music and song. Our achievements in science and the humanities, Wilson notes, make us uniquely advanced as a species, but also give us the potential to be supremely dangerous, most
worryingly in our abuse of the planet. The humanities in particular suffer from a kind of anthropomorphism, encumbered by a belief that we are the only species among millions that seem to matter,
yet Wilson optimistically reveals how researchers will have to address this parlous situation by pushing further into the realm of science, especially fields such as evolutionary biology, neuroscience,
and anthropology. With eloquence and humanity, Wilson calls for a transformational "Third Enlightenment," in which the blending of these endeavors will give us a deeper understanding of the
human condition and our crucial relationship with the natural world.
British University Observatories, 1772-1939 Sep 03 2020 This is the first full history of the six university observatories that undertook research before World War II - Oxford, Dunsink,

Cambridge, Durham, Glasgow and London - and their struggle to evolve in the middle ground between the royal or government observatories, and those of the 'Grand Amateurs'. The book will
intrigue anyone interested in the history of astronomy, of telescopes, of patronage networks, of scientific institutions, and of the history of universities.
Recollective Resolve Aug 02 2020
The Age of Turbulence Jan 19 2022 From the bestselling author of The Map and the Territory and Capitalism in America The Age Of Turbulence is Alan Greenspan’s incomparable reckoning with
the contemporary financial world, channeled through his own experiences working in the command room of the global economy longer and with greater effect than any other single living figure.
Following the arc of his remarkable life’s journey through his more than eighteen-year tenure as chairman of the Federal Reserve Board to the present, in the second half of The Age of Turbulence
Dr. Greenspan embarks on a magnificent tour d’horizon of the global economy. The distillation of a life’s worth of wisdom and insight into an elegant expression of a coherent worldview, The Age
of Turbulence will stand as Alan Greenspan’s personal and intellectual legacy.
Optical Response of Nanostructures Dec 06 2020 This book gives a theoretical description of linear and nonlinear optical responses of matter with special emphasis on the microscopic and
‘nonlocal’ nature of resonant response. It will have a tremendous influence on modern device techniques, as it deals with frontier research in response theory.
Cells, Gels and the Engines of Life Mar 21 2022 This book challenges the current wisdom of how cells work. It emphasizes the role of cell water and the gel-like nature of the cell, building on
these features to explore the mechanisms of communication, transport, contraction, division, and other essential cell functions. Written for the non-expert, the book is profound enough for biologists,
chemists, physicists and engineers.--From publisher description.
Aspects of British Policy and the Treaty of Versailles Nov 17 2021 Aspects of British Policy and the Treaty of Versailles looks at some key issues involving British policy and the Treaty of
Versailles, one of the twentieth century's most controversial international agreements. The book discusses the role of experts and the Danzig Question at the Paris Peace Conference; the
establishment of diplomatic history as a field of academic research; and the role of David Lloyd George and his Vision of Post-War Europe. Contributors also look at the restitution of cultural
objects in German possession, and after the war, the Treaty's impact on both Britain's enemy, Germany, and its ally, France, revealing how it profoundly affected the European balance of power.
Aspects of British Policy and the Treaty of Versailles will be of great interest to scholars of diplomatic history as well as modern history and international relations more generally. The chapters
were originally published as a special issue of Diplomacy & Statecraft.
Representation and Recognition in Vision Oct 04 2020 Shimon Edelman bases a comprehensive approach to visual representation on the notion of correspondence between proximal (internal) and
distal similarities in objects. Researchers have long sought to understand what the brain does when we see an object, what two people have in common when they see the same object, and what a
"seeing" machine would need to have in common with a human visual system. Recent neurobiological and computational advances in the study of vision have now brought us close to answering
these and other questions about representation. In Representation and Recognition in Vision, Shimon Edelman bases a comprehensive approach to visual representation on the notion of
correspondence between proximal (internal) and distal similarities in objects. This leads to a computationally feasible and formally veridical representation of distal objects that addresses the needs
of shape categorization and can be used to derive models of perceived similarity. Edelman first discusses the representational needs of various visual recognition tasks, and surveys current theories
of representation in this context. He then develops a theory of representation that is related to Shepard's notion of second-order isomorphism between representations and their targets. Edelman goes
beyond Shepard by specifying the conditions under which the representations can be made formally veridical. Edelman assesses his theory's performance in identification and categorization of 3D
shapes and examines it in light of psychological and neurobiological data concerning the object-processing stream in primate vision. He also discusses the connections between his theory and other
efforts to understand representation in the brain.
The Wisdom of the Chinese Kitchen Aug 26 2022 An assortment of 140 recipes for classic Cantonese family dishes is accompanied by an introduction to the philosophy and principles of Chinese
cuisine, and advice on the techniques of Chinese cooking
The Rites of Passage Oct 28 2022 Brief notes on; wife lending to stranger (Central Australia); revenge parties; reincarnation beliefs (Arunta); initiation; magician.
Exercises in Quantum Mechanics Nov 05 2020 This monograph is written within the framework of the quantum mechanical paradigm. It is modest in scope in that it is restricted to some
observations and solved illustrative problems not readily available in any of the many standard (and several excellent) texts or books with solved problems that have been written on this subject.
Additionally a few more or less standard problems are included for continuity and purposes of comparison. The hope is that the points made and problems solved will give the student some
additional insights and a better grasp of this fascinating but mathematically somewhat involved branch of physics. The hundred and fourteen problems discussed have intentionally been chosen to
involve a minimum of technical complexity while still illustrating the consequences of the quantum-mechanical formalism. Concerning notation, useful expressions are displayed in rectangular
boxes while calculational details which one may wish to skip are included in square brackets. Beirut HARRY A. MAVROMATIS June, 1985 IX Preface to Second Edition More than five years
have passed since I prepared the first edition of this mono graph. The present revised edition is more attractive in layout than its predecessor, and most, if not all of the errors in the original edition
(many of which were kindly pointed out by reviewers, colleagues, and students) have now been corrected. Additionally the material in the original fourteen chapters has been extended with
significant additions to Chapters 8, 13, and 14.
Aurora Jan 27 2020 This new book addresses a gap in the literature, offering an explanation of the aurora's causes, how the occurrence of major events may now be predicted, and how amateur
observers can go about recording displays. This is the first serious book about aurora written for practical but non-professional observers. It provides a concise accessible description of the various
auroral forms and how to record them, illustrated with color images of recent displays. It contains details of 'Space Weather' forecasting websites, how to interpret and use the information given on
these, and how to anticipate auroral activity.
Possessed Victorians Apr 29 2020 Drawing upon extensive archival work in the British Library, Sarah Willburn analyzes séance accounts, novels about mediumship, and metaphysical treatises to
formulate a new conception of individualism that offers a fresh look at Victorian subjectivity. She presents the theories of compelling characters such as Newton Crosland and Lois Waisbrooker and
provides exciting new readings of well-known texts by Charlotte Brontë, Eliot, Martineau, and Corelli.
The Memetics of Music Jul 13 2021 Richard Dawkins's formulation of the meme concept in his 1976 classic The Selfish Gene has inspired three decades of work in what many see as the
burgeoning science of memetics. This study is the first musicologically-orientated attempt systematically to apply the theory of memetics to music. In contrast to the two points of view normally
adopted in music theory and analysis - namely those of the listener and the composer - the purpose of this book is to argue for a distinct and illuminating third perspective. The perspective is that of
the (selfish) replicated musical pattern itself, and adopting it is central to memetics.
The Phoenix of Rennes Aug 22 2019 Long considered the French John of the Cross, John of St. Samson, the blind Carmelite mystic of Rennes is virtually unknown to the English speaking world.
And, more remarkable still, his extensive body of poetry has never been studied in any language. This book presents both the man and his work so that, phoenix-like, he rises up from the ashes of
time.
The Passion for Happiness Jul 21 2019 Although widely perceived as inhabiting different, even opposed, literary worlds, Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) and David Hume (1711-1776) shared
common ground as moralists. Adam Potkay traces their central concerns to Hellenistic philosophy, as conveyed by Cicero, and to earlier moderns such as Addison and Mandeville. Johnson's and
Hume's large and diverse bodies of writings, Potkay says, are unified by several key questions: What is happiness? What is the role of virtue in the happy life? What is the proper relationship
between passion and reflection in the happy or flourishing individual? In their writings, Johnson and Hume largely agree upon what flourishing means for both human beings and the communities
they inhabit. They also tell a common story about the history that led up to the enlightened age of eighteenth-century Europe. On the divisive topic of religion, these two great men of letters wrote
with a decorum that characterizes the Enlightenment in Britain as compared to its French counterpart. In The Passion for Happiness, Adam Potkay illuminates much that philosophers and historians
do not ordinarily appreciate about Hume, and that literary scholars might not recognize about Johnson.
The Dismemberment of Orpheus Jun 19 2019
Crimes of War Nov 24 2019
The Heart of Enterprise Feb 08 2021 "Stafford Beer is undoubtedly among the world' s most provocative, creative, and profound thinkers on the subject of management, and he records his thinking
with a flair that is unmatched. His writing is as much art as it is science. He is the most viable system I know." Dr Russell L Ackoff, The Institute for Interactive Management, Pennsylvania, USA."
If anyone can make it [Operations Research] understandably readable and positively interesting it is Stafford Beer everyone management should be grateful to him for using clear and at times
elegant English and ... even elegant diagrams." The Economist This is the companion volume to Brain of the Firm and addresses the nature of viable systems, those capable of surviving. It does not
use the neurophysiological basis elucidated in brain, but develops the same theory from first principles. This book declares that every enterprise is a system, and in particular must be a viable system.
Viability is not just a matter of economic solvency; we need laws that govern the capacity of any enterprise to maintain independent existence. The Heart of Enterprise is full of examples (actual,
author-generated examples) taken from management practice." I consistently find that Stafford Beer provides the most useful analytical framework for understanding and managing an enterprisepublic or private. Heart of The Enterprise offers a demanding but rewarding exposition of his approach and applications." Sir Douglas Hague CBE.
The Production of Space May 11 2021
How is Quantum Field Theory Possible? Oct 24 2019 How can we know the microscopic world without a measurement theory? What are the general conditions of the world that make possible such
knowledge? What are the presuppositions of physical theories? This book includes an analysis of quantum field theory, and quantum mechanics and interacting systems are addressed in a unified
framework.
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